Today

• Announcements
  • Order of final project demos is posted on the schedule page (at bottom):
    https://capstone.cs.ucsb.edu/cs189a/cs189a_sched.html
    • Presentations are 10 mins max with a couple mins for questions
    • Demo guidelines are linked there
  • Midterm evaluations for all teams sent tomorrow (after today's demos)

• Retrospective for the class (+, -)
• Retrospective for Sprint 2
• Sprint planning for Sprint 3
• Meet with either Chandra or Steve to Demo Sprint 2
Today: Sprint 3 = 8 days, starts tomorrow

- Retrospective: go around team, state 1 good, then 1 bad
  - Discuss bad; identify 2 things to improve/fix for next sprint (scribe this); improvements on last fix?

- Sprint 3 plan
  - 5 user stories w/ acceptance tests
    - Add these to PRDv2
  - Break into tasks – include Design this time
    - Estimate/discuss timings (1/2 day – 1 day each)
    - Demo/prototyping plan
    - Total up to have timing per story
  - Planning Poker (choose tasks until filled)
  - Setup up burndown graph and update each scrum
  - Update Sprint and Product backlog

- For Chandra and/or Steve
  - Improvement plan
  - Demo from last sprint
  - 1 task from each member

  **Chandra:** $-Flow, MatchFolio,V&R, Schrute Farms, FKA Citrix, SmartNet

  **Steve:** Not our SegFault, Perception, WorthDay, Game of Drones, Bob's Builders